11 April 2013: Emile Ford,
legendary St Lucian-born
artiste, dies in London.
The first British artist/producer to
knock Elvis Presley off of the top
spot with his platinum-selling
recording.
Press release
London, April 13, 2016
Emile Ford has sadly passed away, following a prolonged, yet dignified battle with illness. Born Michael Emile
Telford Miller, the artist/scientist was taken to England in his late teens with the resolve of mastering the science
of sound-engineering production. As fate would have it, to validate his technical discoveries to his doubting
college professors, in the late 1950’s he produced his first record, What Do You Want to Make Those Eyes at
Me For? https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=9ysI_Bph1lI
This UK number one hit catapulted him into instant stardom and quickly broke all kinds of records, leading to an
entry into the “Guinness Book of Records” during the year of release (1959). Shortly afterwards Emile and his
band The Checkmates received a gold disc with the single eventually going on to sell three million copies.
Despite his extraordinary popularity as a performer, in later years, Emile returned to his first love: his relentless
pursuit of finding the most correct technology essential for producing the ‘perfect sound.’ Through the years,
names such as Pink Floyd, Michael Jackson, and many other well-known musicians also made use of his
cutting-edge technology.
Background
Emile was born in St Lucia on October 16, 1937: the son of Frederick Edward Miller (a politician of distinction in
the Health and Social Services from 1956 to 1961) and Madge Murray (a concert and opera soprano). He was
educated at St Mary’s College, Castries, St Lucia and came from a privileged family with earnest interests in
music and all the arts; this was true of both his immediate-and-grand-parents. On his mother’s side, his
grandfather (Louie M. Murray) was a renaissance man and founder of St. Lucia’s first Philharmonic group; he was
also its executive director and conductor between the years of 1902-1904. Similarly, Emile’s mother (the concert
soprano) performed throughout the West Indies and Guyana, both live and on the air; and in 1954 she created a
cultural organization and presented St Lucia’s first music talent-show at Clark’s Theatre. Madge Murray
specifically founded this organization to help encourage St Lucia’s youth to be actively involved in all the arts.
Prophetically, the show was entitled “Musicians of the Future.”
For as long as Emile could remember, he was always researching the various aspects of sound; and by the list
below, clearly, he was truly an original:

• He was the creator of the first backing-track system for stage appearances, which he used for the first
time in Morecambe, Lancashire (UK) in June of 1960 for a midnight charity matinee. Later, this system
became widely known as Karaoke
• The first artist to use his own speaker system on stage
• The first artist to have stereo sound on stage in the UK using his own equipment
• The first artist to produce his own first recording that became an immediate hit single
• The first artist (with his group “The Checkmates,” which included two of his brothers, David and
George Sweetnam) to sell 1 million copies of a recording in just Great Britain alone
• The recipient of Great Britain’s first Gold Disc for selling a record made solely in Great Britain
• The acknowledgement of “Eyes” in the Guinness Book of Records, which got entered in two editions:
the eighth, published in November of 1960 and the ninth, published in April of 1961
During the 1970’s, Emile was able to accomplish in Sweden his most intensive and fruitful research into sound;
and it was at that time that he developed his open-air playback sound system for stage appearances, i.e. his
patented “Liveoteque Sound” Frequency Feedback Injection System (Patent No. 2148074), which he was able to
use and fine-tune when and wherever he performed in Sweden, the UK, and on the continent. While appearing in
these numerous venues - especially those badly affected by faulty acoustics - Emile was able to learn invaluable
information from each of these ever-varying acoustical situations. This gave him abundant opportunities to
research all the different intrinsic acoustical problems inherent to all venues. He was a meticulous research
scientist and kept copious statistics of all his findings which in turn were programmed into the software of his
intricate ‘feedback system;’ making it possible for his unique invention to manifest all the subtle characteristics of
a ‘thinking’ apparatus.
Emile is survived by his siblings, Atlee Miller, Dame Billie Miller, Buddie Miller, Cecille Hadgu, David Sweetnam,
Jeanne Sweetnam-Brown, Luther Miller and Dr. Paul Ashley Sweetnam; and by seven children, Sonia, Michael,
Thony, Rebecca, Alexandra, Sheryl, and Marcus, as well as by many other loving relatives and friends too
numerous to mention here. He is remembered along with his brothers George Sweetnam and Tim Miller.
The Emile Ford technology can be followed up at “Web-Fi Sound”, http://www.web-fi.net/

